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Eos, Goddess of Dawn;
With Pegasus, her mount.
Symbolizing Dawn of
New Age Coming...

WISDOM QUEST MEETING THURSDAY OCTOBE R 19, 2017

Darren Colomb and Walter Russell's New Science of Tomorrow.
Consider that conventional "Science" has not a clue about those pesky UFO
Flying Saucers; nor has much understanding about Big Bang; the obviously
false 2nd Law of Thermodynamics; Entropy; What is Electricity?; What is God?
What is Life?; What is Love? and the rest of it...
We cannot "channel" Nikola Tesla, Viktor Schauberger, Wilhelm Reich, Madame Curie, Lao Russell or other pioneers
who have gone before. (Oh sure go ahead: channel all you want; but without work, such activities are without value)

It's up to us then to do the work necessar y to get the job done.

Outline of what we might learn tonight:
1) Who was Walter Russell ? An artist of the "Boston School" born 1871; ancestors Scottish
from Nova Scotia. Dropped out of school early; talented musician; portrait painter; studied
art in Paris; made good money in New York as commercial artist; architect; hired by
legendary Tom Watson of IBM to teach business "ethics" to IBM sales representatives.

2) Had series of visions and "illuminations" (similar to Nikola Tesla, Joseph Smith, even the
Prophet Mohammed). As an artist, Russell had the skill to tell and teach his scientific
illuminations with both pictures and words.

3) The term or phrase: "COSMOGONY" vs. "COSMOLOGY".

From Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmogony
" Cosmology is the study of the universe at its largest scales, including theories of its origins,
its dynamics and evolution, and its future.
Cosmogony is the (scientific) study of the origin of the cosmos (or of reality itself). "

Wow! Reality itself... Think about that. That's where Walter Russell
takes us. ( The Flying Saucer folks are already there; now it is our turn)
4) "New Science vs. The Old". Like before: When the World was FLAT; and after When
the World suddenly became ROUND in 1492. (and for all you crybaby Social Justice Warriors: maybe that's why we
do celebrate Columbus Day, Silly )

5) Inventions and Experimental Evidence: this means "Hardware" versus "Hot Air".
6) Questions and maybe some answers...

OPENING THOUGHT: WHAT IS ELECTRICITY?

